We review important reactions in the big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) model involving a long-lived negatively charged massive particle, X − , which is much heavier than nucleons. This model can explain the observed 7 Li abundances of metal-poor stars, and predicts a primordial 9 Be abundance that is larger than the standard BBN prediction. In the BBN epoch, nuclei recombine with the X − particle. Because of the heavy X − mass, the atomic size of bound states A X is as small as the nuclear size. The nonresonant recombination rates are then dominated by the d-wave → 2P transition for 7 Li and 7,9 Be. The 7 Be destruction occurs via a recombination with the X − followed by a proton capture, and the primordial 7 Li abundance is reduced. Also, the 9 Be production occurs via the recombination of 7 Li and X − followed by deuteron capture. The initial abundance and the lifetime of the X − particles are constrained from a BBN reaction network calculation. We estimate that the derived parameter region for the 7 Li reduction is allowed in supersymmetric or Kaluza-Klein (KK) models. We find that either the selectron, smuon, KK electron or KK muon could be candidates for the X − with m X ∼ O(1) TeV, while the stau and KK tau cannot.
INTRODUCTION
The primordial light element abundances calculated in standard big bang nucleosynthesis (SBBN) are more or less consistent with those inferred from astronomical observations. A large discrepancy, however, exists in the primordial 7 Li abundance. Spectroscopic measurements of metal-poor stars (MPSs) indicates a roughly constant abundance ratio, 7 Li/H= (1 − 2) × 10 −10 , as a function of metallicity.
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However, the theoretical primordial abundance in the SBBN model is larger than the observational value by about a factor of 3−4 (e.g., Refs. 15, 16) when the baryonto-photon ratio in the ΛCDM model is taken from observations of the cosmic microwave background radiation by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe [17] [18] [19] [20] or the Planck observatory 21 ). This discrepancy suggests that unknown physics is present to reduce the 7 Li abundance during or after BBN. The early Galaxy might have had a 7 Li abundance smaller than the cosmic average value because of a chemical separation induced by the primordial magnetic field. 22 Rotationally induced mixing, 23, 24 and a combination of atomic and turbulent diffusion [25] [26] [27] might have reduced the 7 Li abundance in stellar atmospheres. As another possibility, an exotic particle might have existed during big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), and affected the primordial abundances.
A late-decaying negatively charged massive particle (CHAMPs or CahnGlashow particles) X − has been considered [28] [29] [30] as a solution to the Li problem.
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Constraints on supersymmetric X − models have also been derived through BBN calculations. 33, 42-45, 48, 49, 60, 61 Long-lived CHAMPs have been searched for in collider experiments. No signature of an X − has been observed, and limits on the mass have been placed by measurements at the Large Hadron Collider. Lower limits on the mass of the scalar τ leptons (staus) are typically several hundred GeV, and depend on parameters of particle models.
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The X − particles and nuclei A can form bound atomic systems (A X or Xnuclei) with binding energies ∼ O(0.1 − 1) MeV in the limit that the mass of X − , m X , is much larger than the nucleon mass. 28, 37 The X-nuclei are exotic chemical species with very heavy masses and chemical properties similar to normal atoms and ions. The present existence of the superheavy stable (long-lived) particles have been searched for in experiments. Table 1 shows constraints on the abundances of X-nuclei derived from experiment. The first column shows upper limits on the number ratio of X − to nucleons. The second column shows the element composing the sample used in the experiment, and the third column shows the mass region where the derived constraint is applicable. The fourth column shows the reference for the experiment.
If the X − particle exists during the BBN epoch, it binds with nuclei and triggers nuclear reactions. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] The formation of most X-nuclei proceeds through radiative recombination 29, 30 of nuclides A and X − . Importantly, the 7 Be X formation proceeds also through the non-radiative 7 Be charge exchange reaction 57, 58 between a 7 Be 3+ ion and an X − . Table 1 . Experimental constraints on CHAMP.
X/N sample element mass of X − Ref. 36 Especially, productions of nuclei with mass number A ≥ 9 via several reactions including 8 Be X +p → 9 B * a X → 9 B X +γ through the 9 B * a X atomic excited state of 9 B X were studied. No effect was, however, found in the abundances of nuclei with A ≥ 9.
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The resonant reaction 8 Be X (n, X − ) 9 Be through the atomic ground state of 9 Be * (1/2 + , 1.684 MeV) X 41 has been found to be nonexistent since the state 9 Be * (1/2 + , 1.684 MeV) X is not a resonance but a bound state located below the 8 Be X +n separation channel. 40 This has been confirmed by a four-body calculation for an α + α + n + X − system 51 and another three-body calculation.
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The most important reaction of 9 Be production has been found to be
Be. 59 This reaction is the key reaction since a signature of the X − particle is left on primordial 9 Be abundance through this reaction. This model can, therefore, be tested by observations of 9 Be abundances in MPSs in the future. Therefore, realistic calculations of the reaction rate with quantum many-body models are a7 Be produced during the BBN is transformed into 7 Li by electron capture in the epoch of the recombination of 7 Be and electron much later than the BBN epoch. The primordial 7 Li abundance is, therefore, the sum of abundances of 7 Li and 7 Be produced in BBN. In SBBN with the baryonto-photon ratio inferred from the Planck, 21 7 Li is produced predominantly as 7 Be during the BBN.
needed.
In this paper we review the BBN model with a CHAMP, X − based upon our recent extensive study. 59 We then estimate the possibility that the X − particle which affects the primordial 7 Li abundance corresponds to particles in supersymmetric or extra-dimensional models. In Sec. 2, the adopted model for the nuclear charge density and the calculation of binding energies of the X-nuclei are explained. In Sec. 3, the radiative recombination of light nuclides with the X − particles are reviewed. In Sec. 4, a calculation of the radiative proton capture reactions 7, 8 Be X (p, γ) 8,9 B X is shown. In Sec. 5, a reaction for 9 Be production is described. In Sec. 6, our reaction network calculation is described. In Sec. 7, the latest observational constraints on the primordial nuclear abundances are described. In Sec. 8, we show the evolution of elemental abundances as a function of cosmic temperature, and derive updated constraints on the initial abundance and the lifetime of the X − . In Sec. 9, constraints on the X − particle for the reduction of the Li abundance are discussed. In Sec. 10 we summarize this review.
Throughout the paper, we use natural units, = c = k B = 1, for the reduced Planck constant , the speed of light c, and the Boltzmann constant k B . We use the usual notation 1(2,3)4 for a reaction 1 + 2 → 3 + 4.
MODEL

NUCLEAR CHARGE DENSITY
We assume that a CHAMP with a single negative charge and spin zero, X − , exists during the BBN epoch. The mass of the X − , i.e., m X is set to be m X = 1000 GeV. In this review, we take the standard case of Ref. 59 . It is assumed that the nuclear charge density is given by a Woods-Saxon shape,
where r ′ is the distance from the center of mass of the nucleus, Ze is the charge of the nucleus, R is the parameter characterizing the nuclear size, a is nuclear surface diffuseness, and C WS is a normalization constant. The C WS value is fixed by the equation of charge conservation, Ze = ρ WS dr ′ , and it is given by
For a given value of diffuseness a, the size parameter R can be constrained so that the parameter set of (a, R) satisfies the root-mean-square (RMS) charge radius r 2 1/2 C measured in nuclear experiments. The value of a = 0.40 fm is chosen. The potential between an X − and a nucleus A (XA potential) is calculated by folding the Coulomb potential with the charge density:
where r is the position vector from an X − to the center of mass of A, r ′ is the position vector from the center of mass of A, x = r + r ′ is the displacement vector between the X − and the position, and ρ WS (r ′ ) is the charge density of the nucleus. Under the assumption of a Woods-Saxon charge distribution ρ WS (r ′ ), the potential reduces to the form
See Ref. 59 for a discussion of the dependences of binding energies, reaction rates, and BBN on m X , the nuclear charge density, and experimental uncertainties in the RMS charge radii.
BINDING ENERGY
Binding energies and wave functions for bound states of nuclei A+X − , i.e., X-nuclei or A X , have been calculated 59 using both numerical integrations of the Schrödinger equation with RADCAP 74 and variational calculations with the Gaussian expansion method.
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The reduced mass of the A + X − system is given by
where m A is the mass of nuclide A. In the limit of a heavy X − particle, i.e,. m X ≫ m A , µ → m A . The binding energies, therefore, become independent of m X .
RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION WITH X
−
The recombination reactions of 7 Be, 7 Li, 9 Be, and 4 He with X − are important particularly, as seen in the BBN network calculation of Sec. 8. The recombination rates for these four nuclides are therefore, precisely calculated. 59 Rates for other nuclides are, on the other hand, approximately given (Sec. 3.5).
3.1.
7 Be
Energy Levels
Binding energies of 7 Be X atomic states with main quantum numbers n ranging from one to seven have been calculated. 59 Binding energies in the case of two point charges are given analytically by E
2 , where α is the fine structure constant. Since the 7 Be nuclear charge distribution has a finite size, the amplitude of the Coulomb potential at small r is less than that for two point charges. Wave functions at small radii and binding energies of tightly bound states with small n values, therefore, deviate from those of the Bohr model. On the other hand, the binding energies of loosely bound states with large n values are similar to those of the Bohr model. Be X in the case of m X = 1000 GeV. The latest calculation indicates that the nonresonant rate of the recombination of 7 Be and X − is larger than the resonant rate. 59 Red and blue arrows show the three important transitions in the nonresonant recombination reaction (Sec. 3.1.2), while purple and green arrows show decays of the two important resonances into bound states of 7 Be * X in the resonant reaction (Sec. 3.1.1).
The resonant rate of the reaction 7 Be(X − , γ) 7 Be X has been calculated taking into account the change of the E1 effective charge as a function of m X . The E1 effective charge is given by
where m i and Z i are the mass and the charge number of species i = 1 and 2. The recombination of 7 Be and 7 Li with X − proceed via resonant reactions through atomic states 7 A * * a X , composed of a nuclear excited state 7 A * and an X − .
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There are an infinite number of atomic states of 7 Be * X , composed of the first nuclear excited state 7 Be * [≡ 7 Be * (0.429 MeV, 1/2 − )] and an X − . However, the resonant reaction rate is suppressed by a factor of exp(−E r /T ) with E r the resonant energy .
The nucleosynthesis for 4 He and heavier nuclei as well as nuclear recombinations with X − proceed after the temperature of the universe decreases to T 9 < 1. The reaction rates for higher temperatures T 9 > 1 are, therefore, not necessary in BBN calculations.
Nonresonant cross sections have been calculated with RADCAP taking into account the multiple components of partial waves for scattering states. We show continuum wave functions at the CM energy E = 0.07 MeV, which is the average energy corresponding to the temperature of the recombination of 7 Be+X − for the case of m X = 1000 GeV, i.e., E = 3T /2 with T ∼ 0.4 × 10 9 K. The total cross section for the absorption of an unpolarized photon with frequency ν via an E1 transition from a bound state (n, l) to a continuum state (E) is given 76, 77 by
where k = 2µE is the wave number, and
is the dipole radial matrix element for the radius r, and wave functions are normalized as
and asymptotically at large r
where η is defined by
with a B = 1/(µα) the Bohr radius, σ l is the Coulomb phase shift, and δ l is the phase shift due to the difference in Coulomb potential between cases of the point charge and finite size nuclei. 78 The important point is that we must use exact values of the reduced mass µ [Eq. (5)] and the effective charge of E1 transitions [Eq. (6)] compared to the case of hydrogen-like electronic ions.
The calculated cross sections are compared with those for the recombination of two point charges. For a system of two point charges, wave functions of scattering and bound states, and the bound-free absorption cross section have been derived analytically. 59, 77 Again, appropriate values of µ and e 1 are to be used in the analytic formulae for the present system. Figure 2 shows bound-state wave functions (upper panel) and continuum wave functions (middle panel) at E = 0.07 MeV for the 7 Be+X − system as a function of radius r for the case of m X = 1000 GeV. Thick solid lines correspond to calculated wave functions. Thin solid lines show calculated wave functions for the case of point-charge nuclei, and dotted lines correspond to the analytic formula for pointcharge nuclei. In fact, dotted lines overlap thin solid lines almost completely and no difference is seen. In the upper panel, wave functions for the bound GS (1S state), 2S, 2P, 3P, 3D, and 4F states are plotted. The wave functions for the GS and 2S state in the finite charge distribution case (thick lines) significantly deviate from those of the point charge case (thin lines). While a certain degrees of deviations are seen in wave functions of bound 2P and 3P states also, the wave functions of 3D and 4F states agree with those for the point charge case. The scattering wave functions for the s-, p-, d-, and f -waves are plotted in the middle panel. The wave functions of the l = 0 and l = 1 states for the finite charge distribution case deviates from those of the point charge case.
The bottom panel shows the recombination cross section as a function of the energy E. for the following transitions are drawn: scattering p-wave → bound 1S state (black lines); p-wave → 2S (red); s-wave → 2P (green); d-wave → 2P (blue); s-wave → 3P (gray); d-wave → 3P (sky blue); p-wave → 3D (orange); f -wave → 3D (cyan); d-wave → 4F (violet); and g-wave → 4F (magenta).
Because of the large difference in the scattering s-wave function, the cross sections for transitions from an initial s-wave, i.e., s-wave → 2P and s-wave → 3P are much smaller than those in the point charge case. Partial cross sections for transitions from an initial p-wave to bound 1S, 2S and 3D states are also altered by the finite-size charge distribution. The cross sections for transitions to 1S and 2S states are affected additionally by differences in binding energies of the states between the finite-and point-charge cases.
An important characteristic of the 7 Be+X − recombination has been found.: In the limit of a heavy X − particle, i.e., m X 100 GeV, the most important transition in the nonresonant recombination is the d-wave → 2P. This is different from the case of the point charge model, where the transition p-wave → 1S is predominant (see dotted lines). In the case of a finite size charge distribution, in addition to the main pathway of d-wave → 2P, cross sections for the transitions f -wave → 3D and d-wave → 3P are also larger than that for the GS formation.
The latest rate 59 is more than 6 times larger than the previous rate. 35 This large difference is caused since the most important transition from the scattering d-wave to the bound 2P state, and many other transitions are taken into account in the latest calculation.
3.2.
7 Li Figure 3 shows the energy level diagram of 7 Li X in the case of m X = 1000 GeV. The nonresonant rate of the recombination of 7 Li and X − is larger than the resonant rate. 59 Red, black, and blue arrows show the three important transitions in the nonresonant recombination reaction, while a purple arrow shows the decay of the important resonance into a bound state of 
exp(−1.22/T 9 ).
The rate correspond to the atomic transition from the resonance 7 Li * X * a (2P) to 7 Li * X (1S). The thermal nonresonant rate is given 59 by
This 7 Li+X − system has the important characteristic that the transition d-wave → 2P is the most important for m X 100 GeV, as in the 7 Be+X − system. Fig. 3 . Energy level diagram of 7 Li X in the case of m X = 1000 GeV. Red, black, and blue arrows show the three important transitions in the nonresonant recombination reaction of 7 Li(X − , γ) 7 Li X , while a purple arrow shows the decay of the important resonance into a bound state of 7 Li * X in the resonant reaction.
9 Be
In the recombination of 9 Be and X − , there are no important resonances of atomic states composed of the nuclear excited states for 9 Be * . Then, only the nonresonant rate is needed. The nonresonant rate is then taken from Ref. 59 . The transition, d-wave → 2P, is most important for m X 100 GeV in this 9 Be+X − system, also.
4 He
Atomic states composed of nuclear excited states 4 He * X are never important resonances in the recombination process. The nonresonant rate is then taken from Ref. 59 .
Because of the small amplitude of the Coulomb potential, the effect of the finite-size nuclear charge does not significantly affect the wave functions and cross sections. As a result, even in the case of heavy X − particles (m X 100 GeV), the rate for the recombination of 4 He and X − is contributed by the transition p-wave → 1S most, similarly to the case of the Coulomb potential for point charges.
Other nuclei
For other nuclides, we approximately adopt the Bohr atom formula 79 in the estimation of recombination rates. We adopt cross sections in the limit that the CM kinetic energy, E, is much smaller than the binding energy, E B . This is justified since the condition, E = µv 2 /2 = 3T /2 ≪ E B with v the relative velocity of a nucleus A and X − , always holds when the bound state formation is more efficient than its destruction. The cross sections are given by
where e = 2.718 is the base of the natural logarithm. The thermal reaction rate is then given by
3e 4
where Q 9 = Q/MeV is the Q-value in units of MeV, and we defined a rate coefficient
The Q-value for the recombination is equal to the binding energy of the X-nucleus E B .
Rates of radiative recombination of A and X − and photoionization of A X are taken from Ref. 59 .
RESONANT PROTON CAPTURE REACTIONS
Two important resonant reactions are
where (2P) indicates the atomic 2P state, and m(A) and m(A X ) are masses of nucleus A and X-nucleus A X , respectively. The states 8 B * a X (2P) and 9 B * a X (2P) are the first atomic excited states. The resonant reactions through the atomic excited states are important since they result in 7 Be X destruction and 9 B X production. The superscript * a indicates an atomic excited state, that is different from a nuclear excited state indicated by a superscript * . Resonant rates for these radiative capture reactions can be calculated as follows.
The thermal reaction rate for isolated and narrow resonances is given 80 by
where N A is Avogadro's number, A is the reduced mass in atomic mass units (amu) given by A = A 1 A 2 /(A 1 + A 2 ) with A 1 and A 2 the masses of two interacting particles, 1 and 2, in amu, T 9 = T /(10 9 K) is the temperature in units of 10 9 K. The parameter ω is a statistical factor defined by
where I i is the spin of the particle i, J is the spin of the resonance, and δ 12 is the Kronecker delta necessary to avoid a double counting of identical particles. The quantity γ is defined by
where Γ i and Γ f are the partial widths for the entrance and exit channels, respectively. Γ(E r ) is the total width for a resonance with resonance energy E r , γ ,MeV is the γ factor in units of MeV, and E r,MeV is the resonance energy in units of MeV. When ω = 1 as in the reactions considered here, and the radiative decay widths of 8 B * X and 9 B * X , Γ γ , are much smaller than those for proton emission (as assumed here), the thermal reaction rate is given by
exp(−11.605E r,MeV /T 9 )
where Γ γ,MeV = Γ γ /(1 MeV) is the radiative decay width in units of MeV, and C is a rate coefficient determined from A and Γ γ . The rate for a spontaneous emission via an electric dipole (E1) transition is given 81 by
where e 1 is the E1 effective charge [Eq. (6)], E γ is the energy of the emitted photon, I i is the angular momentum of the initial state, M i and M f are magnetic quantum numbers of initial and final states with the subscript µ = M i − M f . Ψ i and Ψ f are wave functions of the initial and final states, respectively, and Y 1µ (r) is the dipole spherical surface harmonic. In the present system of 8,9 B+X − , the effective charge is e 1 = e(Z B m X − Z X m B )/(m B + m X ) ≈ Z B e = 5e in the limit of m X ≫ m A , where Z B = 5 and Z X = −1 are the charge numbers of 8, 9 B and the X − , respectively. Resonant rates for the proton capture reactions are adopted from Ref. 59 , and the nonresonant rates are taken from Ref. 40 .
5.
9 Be PRODUCTION FROM 7 Li
The dominant reaction of 9 Be production in the BBN model with the X − particle is 7 Li X (d, X − ) 9 Be. 59 Both resonant and nonresonant components can contribute to the reaction rate. Realistic calculations for this reaction rate are not available yet. The current rate is based on the assumption that the astrophysical S factor for the reaction is taken from the existing data for 7 Li(d, nα) 4 He, i.e, S = 30 MeV b. 82 This reaction is the key reaction since a signature of the X − particle is left on the primordial 9 Be abundance through this reaction. This model can, therefore, be tested in the future by observations of 9 Be abundances in MPSs. Therefore, realistic calculations of this reaction rate with quantum many-body models are needed. Figure 4 shows the energy level diagram of 9 Be X in the case of m X = 1000 GeV. The red arrow shows the reaction for the 9 Be production,
Be. Because of the relatively large abundances of 7 Li X and d (see Fig. 5 below) and the large reaction rate, 9 Be is produced significantly through this reaction. It has been shown in a large network reaction calculation that other reactions cannot be responsible for significant 9 Be production.
37, 59
Although the resonant reaction 8 Be X (n, X − ) 9 Be through the atomic ground state of 9 Be * (1/2 + , 1.684 MeV) X , has been suggested for 9 Be production, 41 it was found that 9 Be * (1/2 + , 1.684 MeV) X is located below the 8 Be X +n threshold by a revised estimation using a more realistic nuclear charge radius. 40 Energy levels of 8 Be X , 9 Be X , and 9 Be * X in Fig. 4 
BBN REACTION NETWORK
We adopted the Kawano reaction network code, 83, 84 and utilized a modified version. 59 The free X − particle and bound X-nuclei are encoded as new species, and reactions involving the X − particle are encoded as new reactions. The β-decay rates of X-nuclei (A X ) are taken from Ref. 59 . Thermonuclear reaction rates of X-nuclei are adopted from Refs. 34, 40, 59 . Two parameters are updated in this review. First, the neutron lifetime is the central value of the Particle Data Group, 880.3±1.1 s 85 based upon improved measurements. [86] [87] [88] The baryon-to-photon ratio is (6.037±0.077)×10 −10 , 89 corresponding to the baryon density determined from the Planck observation of the cosmic microwave background, Ω m h 2 = 0.02205±0.00028 for the base ΛCDM model (Planck+WP+highL+BAO).
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9 Be X production through 8 Be X , i.e., 4 He X (α, γ) 8 Be X (n, γ) 9 Be, depends significantly on the energy levels of 8 Be X and 9 Be X , 40, 41, 55 and precise calculations with a quantum four body model by another group is under way. 51 In this paper, we neglect that reaction series, and leave that discussion to a future work. The 4 He X (α, γ) 8 Be X is thus not included, and the abundance of 8 Be X is not shown in the figures below.
Abundance Constraints
Observational constraints on the deuterium abundance are taken from the weighted mean value of D/H= (2.53 ± 0.04) × 10 −5 . 90 When the central values of adopted reaction rates, the neutron lifetime, and the baryon-to-photon ratio are used, the calculated abundances in the SBBN model is out of the 2σ observational limit. The 4σ range is then adopted.
Constraints on the primordial 3 He abundance are taken from the mean value of Galactic HII regions measured through the 8.665 GHz hyperfine transition of 3 He + , i.e., 3 He/H=(1.9 ± 0.6) × 10 −5 .
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Constraints on the 4 He abundance are taken from observational values of metalpoor extragalactic HII regions, i.e, Y p = 0.2551 ± 0.0022, 92 and adopt its 4σ range since the 2σ range is inconsistent with the theoretical abundances in the SBBN model.
We take the observational constraint on the 7 Li abundance from the central value of log( 7 Li/H)= −12 + (2.199 ± 0.086) derived in the 3D NLTE model of Ref. 9 .
Detections of 6 Li abundances of MPSs have been reported. 4, [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] The measured abundance of 6 Li/H∼ 6 × 10 −12 , 4 is ∼1000 times higher than the SBBN prediction, and is also significantly higher than the prediction by a standard Galactic cosmicray nucleosynthesis model. 102, 103 In a subsequent detailed analyses, however, it was found that most of the previous 6 Li absorption feature could be attributed to a combination of 3D turbulence and nonlocal thermal equilibrium (NLTE) effects in the model atmosphere. 104 We adopt the least stringent 2 σ (95% C.L.) upper limit among all limits reported in Ref. 104 , i.e., 6 Li/H=(0.9 ± 4.3) × 10 −12 for the G64-12 (NLTE model with 5 free parameters).
Spectroscopic observations of 9 Be in MPSs show that the 9 Be abundance scales linearly with Fe abundances generally. [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] The linear trend is explained with Galactic cosmic-ray nucleosynthesis models. 103, [113] [114] [115] Primordial abundances of Be before the start of the cosmic-ray nucleosynthesis, however, may be found by future observations. We adopt the strongest upper limit on the primordial Be abundance, log(Be/H)< −13.8 derived from observations of carbon-enhanced MPS BD+44
• 493 of an iron abundance [Fe/H]= −3.8 b with Subaru/HDS.
109, 112
RESULTS
We show calculated results of BBN for m X = 1000 GeV. See Ref. 59 for results for various mass values. First, we analyze the time evolution for abundances of normal and X-nuclei. Then we update constraints on the parameters characterizing the X − particle. The two free parameters in this BBN calculation are the ratio of number abundance of the X − particles to the total baryon density, Y X = n X /n b , and the decay lifetime of the X − particle, τ X . The lifetime is assumed to be much smaller than the age of the present universe, i.e., ≪ 14 Gyr. 20 The primordial X-particles from the early universe are thus by now, long extinct.
As for the fate of X-nuclei, it is assumed that the total kinetic energy of products generated from the decay of X − is large enough so that all X-nuclei can decay into normal nuclei plus the decay products of X − . The X particle is detached from X-nuclei with its rate given by the X − decay rate. The lifetime of X-nuclei is, therefore, given by the lifetime of the X − particle itself. Figure 5 shows the calculated abundances of normal nuclei (a) and X nuclei (b) as a function of T 9 . Curves for 1 H and 4 He correspond to the mass fractions, X p ( 1 H) and Y p ( 4 He) in total baryonic matter, while the other curves correspond to number abundances with respect to that of hydrogen. The dotted lines show the result of the SBBN model. The abundance and the lifetime of the X − particle are assumed to be Y X = 0.05 and τ X = ∞, respectively, for this example. Four lines are shown corresponding to different reaction rates for 7 Be X (p, γ) 8 B X and 8 Be X (p, γ) 9 B X . The two reactions are dominantly via resonant reactions whose rates are very sensitive to binding energies of X-nuclei. The binding energies are affected by adopted nuclear charge distributions. Therefore, we show results for the four different cases of charge distribution. Three cases correspond to Gaussian (thick dashed lines), WS40 (solid lines), and well (dot-dashed lines) models, while one case corresponds to the previous calculation 37 in which the reaction rate for 7 Be X (p, γ)
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8 B X derived with a quantum many-body model 40 was adopted. The amount of 7 Be X destruction varies significantly when the nuclear charge distributions are changed. The result of our Gaussian charge distribution model (thick dashed line) is close to that of the quantum many-body model. The differences in the curves for 7 Be X thus indicate the effect of uncertainties in the charge density, which are estimated from measurements of RMS charge radii.
Early in the BBN epoch (10 T 9 1), p X is the only X-nuclide with an abundance larger than A X /H> 10 −17 . Its abundance is the equilibrium value determined by the balance between the recombination of p and X − and the photoionization of p X . When the temperature decreases to T 9 1, 4 He is produced as in SBBN (panel a). Simultaneously, the abundance of 4 He X increases through the recombination of 4 He and X − particles (panel b). As the temperature decreases further, the recombination of nuclei with X − gradually proceeds in order of decreasing binding energies of A X , similar to the recombination of nuclei with electrons.
7 Be first recombines with X − via the 7 Be(X − , γ) 7 Be X reaction at T 9 0.4. The produced 7 Be X nuclei are then partially destroyed via the 7 Be X (p, γ) 8 B X reaction. In a later epoch at T 9 0.1, the 7 Be abundance increases mainly through the reaction 4 He X ( 3 He, X − ) 7 Be and somewhat less through the reaction 6 Li(p, γ)
7 Be. The production rate via the former reaction is somewhat larger than that via the latter. 6 Li is produced through the reaction 4 He X (d, X − ) 6 Li at T 9 ∼ 0.1. The abundance of 6 Li X increases through the recombination reaction 6 Li(X − , γ) 6 Li X . Some of the 6 Li X nuclei are then destroyed through proton capture via the 6 Li X (p, 3 Heα)X − reaction in the temperature range of T 9 0.05. At T 9 ∼ 0.3-0.2 the 7 Li abundance at first increases through the neutroninduced through the two reaction pathways of 7 Be X (n,
Li. This is seen as a bump in the abundance curve. This possible bump appears during the epoch when the recombination of 7 Be has started but that of 7 Li has not. Then, the 7 Li abundance decreases through recombination with X − at T 9 0.2. At T 9 0.05, the proton capture reaction 7 Li X (p, 2α)X − partly destroys 7 Li nuclei produced via the recombination reaction. Finally, 7 Li is produced through the reaction 4 He X (t, X − ) 7 Li at T 9 0.1. 9 Be is produced through the reaction 7 Li X (d, X − ) 9 Be at T 9 ∼ 0.3-0.1. The recombination 9 Be(X − , γ) 9 Be X reaction enhances the abundance of 9 Be X at T 9 ∼ 0.2-0.1. When the proton-capture reaction 9 Be X (p, 6 Li) 4 He X is operative at T 9 0.1, it decreases the abundance of 9 Be X . Figure 5 is an updated version of Fig. 31 of Ref. 59 . Although differences between the figures are minor, the smaller baryon-to-photon ratio adopted in this review leads to a decrease in the 7 Be/H abundance by ∼ 6 % in SBBN. As a result, The gray region located to the right from the contours of d( 6 Li)=10 or the 2 sigma lower limit, d( 7 Li)=0.67, is excluded by the overproduction of 6 Li and underproduction of 7 Li, respectively. The orange region is the interesting parameter region in which a significant reduction in 7 Li is realized without an overproduction of 6 Li. Dotted lines are contours of the abundance ratio of 9 Be/H predicted when the unknown rate for the reaction 7 Li X (d, X − ) 9 Be is adopted as described in the text.
hand, the 7 Li abundance is different from that in Fig. 6 because of the different processes for 7 Be destruction. Including the charged-current decay of 7 Be X , the destruction rate of 7 Be in this model is the same as the recombination rate of 7 Be itself. In the model without the decay, the destruction rate requires that 7 Be X nuclei experience a proton capture reaction before being re-ionized to a 7 Be+X − free state. The different processes of 7 Be X destruction, therefore, cause a difference in the efficiency for the final 7 Li reduction. In this model with the decay, the amount of 7 Be destruction roughly scales as Y X unlike the model without the decay. The excluded region is wider than in Fig. 6 . The region for the 7 Li problem is at Y X 6 × 10 −3 and τ X ∼ 10 2 -4 × 10 3 s. In this region, the 9 Be abundance is 9 Be/H 3 × 10 −16 .
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Fig. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 , but the charged-current decay of 7 Be X → 7 Li+X 0 is also included.
9. Candidates of the X − particle
We consider possibilities that the long-lived CHAMP X − is a slepton, i.e., a supersymmetric partner of lepton, or Kaluza-Klein (KK) leptons, i.e., excited states of leptons realized in models for extra dimensions. 116 In the former case, the gravitinõ G is the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) and the sleptonsl are the next-to-LSP. In the latter case, the KK graviton G 1 is the lightest KK particle (LKP) and the KK leptons l 1 are the next-to-LKP. It is not assumed that the sleptons and the KK leptons can decay into sneutrinos and KK neutrinos via weak interaction, respectively. Therefore, these models correspond to the case without the decay of 7 Be X → 7 Li+X 0 (Fig. 7) . Especially, constraints on the long-lived stau (τ ) scenario have been studied using the thermal relic abundance. 117 The thermal annihilation rate of X − at a low temperature of T ≪ m X roughly scales as
where α em is the fine structure constant. The relic abundance of stau particles has been calculated in a specific case that the gravitino is the LSP and the stau is the next-to-LSP and the mass of the bino (B) is 1.1 times as large as the stau mass, i.e., mB = 1.1mτ . 117 In the range of 10 GeV ≤ mτ ≤ 10 4 GeV, the relic abundance is roughly given by nτ /s ∼ 10 −12 (mτ /1 TeV), where s = (2π 2 /45)g * S T 3 is the entropy density with g * S the numbers of massless degrees of freedom for entropy. 118 We use the number density of photon given by
where ζ(3) = 1.202 is the Riemann zeta function. Since the massless degrees of freedom is given by g * S = 3.91 after the annihilation of electron and positron, the relic abundance 117 corresponds to 
From BBN calculations taking into account the effects of X − particles, it can be deduced that the abundance and lifetime of the X − should be Y X 0.04 and τ X ∼ (0.6-3)×10 
where M * = M Pl / √ 8π = 2.44 × 10 18 GeV is the reduced Planck mass with M Pl = 1.22 × 10
19 GeV the Planck mass, and m i is the mass of particle i. In the limit of (mG/ml) 2 ≪ 1, the lifetime is τ (l → lG) ∼ 2 × 10 3 s 3 TeV ml
Then, if the masses of sleptons and the gravitino are of order TeV, the lifetime is consistent with the interesting parameter region for 7 Li reduction. We must also consider effects of nonthermal nucleosynthesis and gravitino production triggered by slepton decay. The constraints from electromagnetic energy injection and the gravitino energy density strongly limit the parameter space [ Fig.  2 in Ref. 117] . It is, however, found that a very narrow region exists near the maximum allowed gravitino mass of ∼ 1 TeV. In the decay of a selectron or smuon, generations of hadrons can be neglected.
116 Therefore, there is no constraint from hadronic energy injection, and the parameter region for the 7 Li problem remains unchanged. On the other hand, the stau has a certain energy fraction of hadrons generated at the decay. Hadronic energy injection is heavily constrained (e.g., Figs. 41 and 43 in Ref. 119 ) as ǫ had n X /s 10 −13 GeV with ǫ had the average initial hadronic energy generated in one X decay. 116 Even for the case of a small branching ratio to hadronic energy ǫ had /m X 10 −5 , 116 a non-negligible constraint can be deduced n X /s 10 −11 (1 TeV/m X ). This constraint excludes the interesting parameter region in the stau NLSP scenario. abundances were calculated in the allowed parameter regions.
The derived abundance and lifetime of the X − particle can be realized in models of long-lived sleptons decaying into gravitinos, and KK leptons decaying into KK gravitons for m X ∼ O(1) TeV. If the X − is the stau or the KK tau, however, their decays produce taus. Since the decay of the tau involves a hadronic energy injection, it can easily change the light element abundances via nonthermal nuclear reactions. We took into account this hadronic energy injection, and found that the parameter region for the reduction of 7 Li does not exist in scenarios involving the stau and KK tau. Long-lived selectrons, smuons, KK electrons and muons, on the other hand, do not induce significant hadronic energy injections. In these cases, therefore, a very narrow parameter region exists for the reduction of 7 Li.
